
TYPO3 V11 LTS is here to help you manage your content faster and with greater ease. In the new version, editing and 

collaborating has never been simpler. An updated, modern interface and streamlined components made for an improved editor 

experience. For a faster, easier editing experience, upgrade to TYPO3 v11 LTS today. 

UPGRADE TO THE MOST USER-FRIENDLY VERSION OF TYPO3

UNIFIED EDITOR EXPERIENCE

In TYPO3 v11 LTS, we updated every module’s interface — 

taking special care with list view and filelist — and created a 

smoother content editing experience. Users can now easily 

select which columns they want displayed in list view.

Improvements within the download functionality allow 

editors to choose, which columns are actually needed. Less 

frequently needed functionalities are now stashed behind 

the already well known “three dot menu”. 

Workspaces now has a faster, more streamlined interface. In 

TYPO3 v11 LTS, we reduced Workspaces’ loading time, 

enabling backend editors to collaboratively edit and publish 

new versions of content quickly. Editors can share links that 

lead directly to a single content element and, in one click, 

another editor can seamlessly jump into the record and 

review the draft.

IMPROVED COLLABORATION FEATURES

SHARING BACKEND LINKS

If multiple editors collaborate on a website’s content, they 

can now easily point their colleagues to a specific target in 

the backend—not limited to pages. Backend users can, for 

example, copy a link to a specific content element to their 

clipboard, then share the deep link in just a few clicks. 

On all pages where deep linking is available, backend users 

can click on the share button to open a context menu. From 

the menu they can either create a TYPO3-internal bookmark 

or copy the link of the page to their clipboard. 

ADVANCED FILELIST MODULE

THE WHOLE TEAM BENEFITS WHEN YOU UPGRADE TO TYPO3 V11 LTS

Your team members will benefit from the latest version, too. Check out the “Why you should upgrade to TYPO3 v11 LTS” PDF for 

developers to find out, how TYPO3 V11 LTS improves the developer experience. You can also take advantage of newly upgraded, 

well-known extensions, compatible with TYPO3 v11 LTS. 

The filelist module’s new functionality makes finding, 

selecting, and adding files to content elements a breeze. 

TYPO3 v11 LTS also includes updates to the file tree and file 

management: 

An optimized, consistent user interface for file management, 

an advanced search for assets and files, and the ability to 

download (multiple) files or a folder as a zip file. 


